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ABSTRACT

The approximated intonation contours allow: one

to visualise the most typical featuresot the melo-

dy and energy structure of the utterance in the

form, directly epplisble in automatic recognition

and synthesis of speech prosody.

In a series of experiments discussed in the pre-

sent paper typical intonation contours of various

oomuunicstive types of phrases in Russian and Eng-

lish expressive conversation (as compared to the

monotonous one) have been determined.

The most adequate methods of approximation of

intonation contours have been unused. Wiosl

uproasicn which offers opportunity for presenting

each intonation contour as a mathematical model has

been suggested.

IN'I'RODUCTION

In studing the intonation structure of speech a

mm)” 0! problems arise. Alongside with the prob-

lem of determining the phySical nature of the phe-

nomenon under study and defining typical intonati—

on contours it is extremely important to elaborate

‘50 farm of presentation of the intonation coun—

tours which should. be precise and easy to apply.

The PurpOse of this paper is to compare the in—

location structure of phrase read with expression

to those read monotonoush and to make an attempt

‘9 Olaborate an analytical eXpression of typical

intonation contours of expressive speech.

IMONATION CONTDURS 0F EXPRESSIVE SPEEH

In our studies, five adult male speakers of Brie

“'5 bells}: and five speakers of Russian recorded

‘ I“ of English and Russian written dialogues re-

“ “ml expression, lively and animatedly and then

‘ "t of the same dialogues. read monotonously,wi-

“m“ “pression. 20 statements, 20 questions

(”5! “0) and 20 request were picked out of these

dialogues (a total of 600 utterances) and. used for

“‘13 Oxperiment. The acoustic oharscteristios(fun-

dmntai frequency, duration and intensity) were

"wired for the two sets of the data. The problem

W not sinpie that at describing the acoustic che-

racteristics, but it was just as important to de-

tar-inc which of these characteristics are signi-

fiotnt in discriminating expressive utterance and

“‘0“ read monotonously.
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It has been oomonly assumed that any speech re-

alisation is a random process which is described in

terms of a functional dependence of the variable in

time, whose parameter value can be presented with

the help of the parametric equation:

5: Ammo.Xi} H I (1)

where AL- constant parameters, “changeable in

all realisationsi

bi.- interi'ering factors, varying from one realisa-

tion to another by some unknown law of distributi-

on;
CL- occasional interference. varying in separate

elements of the utterance and describsble by nor-

mal distribution;

3;: the unknown parameters being swat, which de-

termine the realisation as belonging to agiven

linguistic phenomenon.

In case occasional interferences are minimised,

they will slightly influence the characteristics

of the phenomenon under etch, and the parametric

model may be presented as a model with additive in-

terfersnoet

XH1=EIDLAL8aJ+Cz (2)

more ED: M. 3i] - range of parneters, des-

cribing the realisation being formed with no in—

terferences present.

with various values of the parameters defined,

function £[pa A; 5i] gives a set of specific

realisation as an ensemble, presenting phenomenon

analysed.

The parametric sci-:1 is described in the prep

sent paper in terms of discrete values of the fun-

dessntsl frequency and intensity. Il‘hese are associ-

ated with a definite number of points within each

structural element of the utterance: 3 measure-

ments within the initial unstressed syllables; 7

measurements within the head of the utterance (the

first stressed syllable and all the stressed and

unstressed syllables preceding the melons. 4 mea-

surements within the nucleus and 2 within the tail.

In total 16 measurements within eeoh utterance. As

a result the so called dynamic or temporal series

was obtained.

Occasional interferences were reduced by the re-

quirements of the procedure being kept fairly equ-
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z; :gzoucgt‘irthe whole experiment. The realiability
were on ur acteristics obtained in this experimentspeaker: e: by statistically rename number ofaddition :4: amount of the experimental data. In1y identify those utterances which were accurate-
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where )(L- selective value of the characteristic; ‘

.Inax'Xmin - limit values of the characteris-
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Fig. 2. Average normalized v ‘dues of
mental frequency of utterances in expresESefggz)
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and monotonous (right) English speech.

The experiments suxwest the ' I ‘ ‘N t it is as i ‘establish the melody contours typical Sf 2:22.53. 'speech.
As to the values of intensit_ y, the ana -

pip/gig": :éazénndistinct difference bgwiznrzx-
. ous 3 each t

sity both in English and fn Ruési: :31,“ :: “Pd”..abgy higher in expressive speech. n5 ha e-we zuhghgiger hand, the form of the intensity ou-
terance to ”remarkably little variation from ut-
one commun'u terance, from speaker to speaker,fron
monotone ice in type to another in expressive andgradual usdspeech. Commonly it has the shape of adiffers}: eigending curve (fig. 3). The fact that
group. a phage: of speech: a syllable, a some--
milar'envel e, etc. ..- are characterised by e si-
to co 1 ope of the intensity makes it possible

no ude that the form of the intensity curve isof paramoth i ' ' '
80h. u. mportance in crganizmg units of spe-
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The
I'aeterilgi‘ictls1° ”are? values of the acoustic cha-

intonation ”fives; th‘ m”in regularities of the

analyze only thou it "WM not be sufficient to
study the muggy?” “In". One should also
spezch realizations.o acoustic cues in definite

a sh
utter-arm‘s);m :n Fig. 4‘6 a number of realizations of
ensemble wizhithe samelccmmunicative type make an

one to four magnum“.l It ‘3 Possible to'select from

in frequenc “rights: differing to some extent

some cases {heconfi'wa‘mn of the curve, etc. In

Changeable 1 “man“ are equivalent and inter-
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Figs 4. Ensemble

tements 1e 3 °f intonation contours of sta-ft) and questions (right) in Russian 93"
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pressive speech (speaker R161).
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Fig. 5. Ensembles of intonation contours of sta-

tements (left) and questions (right) in English ex-

pressive speech (speaker m1).
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Fig. 6. Ensembles of intonation contours of re-

quests in Russian (left) and English (right) exp-

ressive ,speech (speakers R111 and m1 correspondin-

sh!)-

Attention should be drawn to the fact that spe-

cific intonation contours represent only one of ma-

rk? possibilities to make speech expressive. A quan-

titative study of the intonation structure of spe-

ech has suggested that besides the above mentioned

acoustic cues of separate expressive utterances

acoustic characteristics of the whole text might

“OM15 for the difference between expressive and

monotonous speech. Valid data were obtained showing

that acoustic characteristics within the text pro-

vide effect of expressiveness of speech. of parti-

culm- interest in the present study, however, is

that the correlation of the fundamental frequency

and intensity values at the border of sense groups

and Phrases constituing the text, the correlation

01’ acoustic measurements of initial and final uns-

tressed syllables of different phrases of the text,

etc. indicate whether the text is expressive or mo-

notonous. Besides the alternation of different equi-

Valent variants of intonation contours of one and

the same oomunicative type of the phrase within a

Speech sample as well as the alternation of

phrases With different level of intensity makes spe-

ech expressive.
These questions, however, are beyond the scope

0f the present paper.

APPROXIMATE!) INTONATION CONTOURS

Our final experiment aimed at the problem of ap-

proximation of the intonation contour of the utte-

rance. There is a strong evidence to suggest that

the main features of the intonation contour appear

to be associated in the mind of the speaker with

the communicative type of the utterance, its moda-

lity and emotional colouring, the degree of expres—

siveness and other linguistic and extralinguistio

factors. It seems that initial and final values of

the fundamental frequency and intensity, as well as-

the configuration of the curve are direct cues in

"planning" the intonation contour of the utterance.

Taking it into consideration the values of the

physical characteristics at the beginning and at the

the end of the utterance, as well as the configuran

tion of the curve were taken as a basis for appro-

ximating the intonation contours of expressive spe-

ech.
Variants of the trajectory of fundamental frequ-

ency and intensity measurements, obtained in the

present study, could be readily approximated as clo-

se to the original as possible by analytical ex—

pressions, describing the intonation contour with

the help of the method of least squares.

The method of analytical approximation includes:

(1) establishing the character of the dependence

and selection of corresponding equations: (2) mini-

mizing trajectory deviations of the ana ical ex-

pression from natural speech contour: (3 evalua-

tingthe constant coefficients that determine the

trajectory of the changes in the parameters under

stu .
ghe analytical expression describing the trajec-

tory of the fundamental frequency changes have been

developed experimentally and calculated by the for-

mula:

i‘ 51‘ -K’
HBJ= same“ ++3’,,~,,e ”(4)

where yin, {fin - values of the parameter at the

beginning and the end of the speech sample:

1!- - successive number of time - segment values:

9L, ,IC - constant coefficients, selected for

each realization in terms of the intonation con-

tour.
For the analytical expression describing the

trajectory of the intensity changes it is possible

to express that function as follows:

Jail-wt
HR] = A in. e (5)

where Air. - value of the parameter at the begin-

ning of the speech sample.

In. case of complicated curves (those having more

that two turning points) the approximation is cal-

culated by formula (4), with the beginning and the

end of each structural element taken for the values

of F's.
Coefficients ‘39/5. K - determine the profile

of the curve and account for the occational inter-

ferences and the parameters of the model sought for.

coefficient 9L varies in the range: .01 -:- .3; ,3-

.1 -:-.5; K - 2 +14.

Particular values of the coefficients used in

approximating each intonation contour are given in

Table 1.
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Table 1. Analytical expression of intonation con-
tours approximation

Communicati:Langu—z Analytical expression of appro-
sge : ximationve type of :

the phrase :

:State- :Russi-z
wants :an

3

o/z“+.afi¢ 9g
.yfik/aoe" +806

3 3

: t . n . r _.0/t'z+.H __5.. iii; :5’[£]=//5e +808 ”9
fl 3 i S

o ‘ . ‘ = If «#1!
-3: “simian?” ’ +908 5"

H 3 ". .

3 3 _ . 0/‘2‘ ‘o ’61 _IE: if; §y[t]=/5De woe 9“
3 I S

‘ f ’ _,o/zi’-+.06‘z‘ _
E: 23;“; 311“"; ‘J[fl=2/0e +1/0e ‘4

‘ ' '; "wildest _2 if: :5’[£]=/95'e +1002 “4
i : :

' _ “Os-Bhu-
State- grab: yIl-gj-moena5tzh4’2i
mente : syglfl=406e 2
(intensi- : 3y PU" fife-.0“ +02”

‘3’) i i ’ ‘ "05314.t
: : H9[fl=125e
3 : = -.o;£‘+ out

f3 3.5m] woe—.03ct‘hb‘l‘:
‘ With 4006
= s . "06159.82!
‘ 5 Mt]: 4506 07t‘+..23‘£
: ; Huff]: woe"

The results of calculations are plotted. in Fig.
7 - 10.
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Fig. 7. Melo
sian (left) and.

dy oountours of statements in Rus~
English (right) expressive speech

solid curve) and. their approximated variants
dashed curve) .
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Fig. 8. Melody contours of questions in Russian
(left) and English (right) expressive Speech (solid -
curve) and their approximated variants (dashed our -
ve).
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Fig. 9. Melody contours bf requests in Russian
(left) and English (right) expressive speech (so-
lid. curve and their approximated variants (dashed
curve).
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Fig. 10. Intensity contour of statements in Rus-
sian (left) and English (right) expressive speech(solid curve) and their approximated variants (da-shed curve).

CONCLUSION

. It appears from the foregoing analysis of the
intonation structure of Russian and English utte- _
rsnces that differences in perception of degree °f‘expressiveness are always associated with respe‘m've differences in the characteristics of the into-
nation oontour of the phrase and. those of largerspeech units.

The mammal expression suggested enables to
approximate the intonation contour of various typesof expressive utterances close to the original in‘tonation contours, preserving all their main PN‘pertles. As compared to approximation by POI-Ymmi‘al, the present method is more simple and effectual.

The presentation of the intonation contour as amathematical model makes it' possible to use 1* di‘reotly in the synthesis of speech prosody.
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